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Discover Proof Positive of the Other SideIt's the essential-and seemingly unknowable-question that

has haunted mankind since the beginning: What happens after we die? In Life After Death: Some of

the Best Evidence, renowned physicist Dr. Jan W. Vandersande surveys evidence for an afterlife

and finds a lot of the observed physical phenomena both credible and compelling.Intended for

skeptics and believers alike, Life After Death condenses more than 100 years of literature and

testimony-including the author's own psychic experiences as a longtime member of a psychic

circle-to sort out the astonishing from the fraudulent. The investigation gives readers a front-row

seat to sÃ©ance rooms to experience such marvels as direct voice, ectoplasm and

materializations-messages and events, he shows, that are directed from beyond the grave. As the

book makes clear, the occurrences during such episodes, though fantastical, can't be dismissed as

mere fantasy or fraud.Through historical accounts, photographs and personal experience, this

engagingly written work adds to a growing body of evidence for the existence of an afterlife that's

increasingly difficult to ignore.
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I confess that I was a little skeptic ABOUT THIS BOOK, NOT ABOUT THE PHENOMENA, because

like any instructed person about psychic phenomena knows, materializations were demonstrated

several times in the last 120 years.This kind of thing is the harder proof about survival after death,

or, at least, about psychic powers... There were a lot of frauds, off course, always coming from

skeptics, because none person that believe in spiritual matters would have courage to play with this.



You need be a skeptic to think that play a trick on others can not produce any serious consequence

on you.So, don`t be fooled, the source of all hoaxes and tricks is always the skeptics, not the

mediuns, and because this they are so paranoid: they know their own kind.The author tell us about

his first-hand experiences, and analyses several other cases, showing pictures that are much more

reasonable than the several that I saw before. The most of what I saw before, allegedly legitimates,

were very very dubious, and hard to believe, even to me, that have several friends that are

mediums. But the pictures showed in this book are much more reasonable.Nothing of this will be a

proof of nothing to those ignorant people that know nothing about psychic research, off course, but

to those people that have no fear to judge by themselves this book presents a lot of detailed

evidence, and much in first hand.I was surprised to know that the brazilian medium Mirabelli was

cited by the author. I knew only one picture of Mirabelli levitating, and like all old photographies,

there was none reason to believe that it was real. I though that it was a isolated case, without any

more information, but after read this book I researched more and found in the pdf the original book

that shows several materializations made in full light! (well, to believe in materializations is hard, but

believe them in full light is much harder, the own nature of the ectoplasm should not resist to this

level of exposition, however, it was made in front of several witnesses, scientists of that time, and if

you want you can see the book (in portuguese, off course) here (look only the pictures and put the

subtitle in the Google translator so you can understand what was happening):(it seems that  dont let

post external links, so copy and Paste the words bellow in the Google, and you will find the original

work in pdf: prodigios biopsychica mirabelli pdfI recommend this book, the Vandersande's book, to

anyone that is interested in evidence about survival after death. It is direct to the point, none

argumentations, not theories, only cases and testimonies, very clear.Nothing this will convince the

fundamentalist skeptics, off course. But they can join to Society of Psychic Research and read all

120 years of scientific publications on-line, they will have free access to all their Journals, since

1882 available in pdf to their members. The skeptics can learn a lot if they want.Oh,I

forgot...skeptics don`t want learn, they want only cite another skeptics that cites another skeptics

that cites another skeptics that never any ESP or survive after death was proved. They says that

testimonies like what appears in this book are not proved, but they think that the vagues

"confessions in third hand" were.... They made a pact of ignorance, none of them learn nothing, so,

all of them can cite the others saying that there is nothing proved.The funny thing is what happens

with them when they die, and any medium that is reading this know about what I am speaking...it is

very funny.



Splendid.....absolutely splendid book. Great read on the early days of mediumship and excellent

evidence of its reality. I loved hearing the details of the early mediums, so much different from

today.....I wish there were meetings like this today, I'd be right there. If anyone knows of any similar

books of this caliber on this subject please leave me a message with them.I thoroughly recommend

this book if you have this interest.Thank youBrian

I have read approximately 65 -70 book on the subject of life after death and physical mediumship

and I would definitely put this one in the top five. The life changing evidence that he presents is

scientific and irrefutable. The author is a scientist with a PhD. in physics and has been studying this

subject intensively for over 40 years. What possible motive could he have for writing this book other

than to share this truth with whomever is interested? The information contained in this book is

staggering. The evidence is overwhelming. Survival after death is the greatest discovery in the

history of the human race and most people do not have the capacity to comprehend the irrefutable

evidence of this. I would recommend this book more than any other book on the planet for anyone

who is searching for truth about life after death.

Overall I found this to be a fascinating book! Some of the old photos of ectoplasm seem to me to be

obviously doctored or manipulated---not by the author. I would recommend this book to anyone

interested in trance mediums, spiritualism, seances, contacting the deceased, etc. I am torn

between believing the entities truly are the deceased or if they are other entities masquerading as

such...or some combination of the two. I came away believing the phenomenon truly does exist. A

great read overall. I initially heard of the author on Coast to Coast AM radio.

It is very informative. Discussions about extoplasm.

Life continues as it did before we were born after we die. This book completely dispelled the atheist

lie that there is no life after we physically die. We indeed simply pass to a purely spiritual existence,

as opposed to our purely mortal physical existence. We are immortal beings.
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